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Pre 2009 pumps 
• My testing data is captured in the below values.
 ➜  800 rpm 14.72 psi/ 3.6 gpm 
 ➜  3000 rpm 50.14 psi /8.38 gpm 
• Again, the visible changes are the pressure relief valves. 

Cylinder Block 
• Cylinder Block changes: the front cam bearing is much 

larger than the early design to support the V.V.T oil supply 
and load. 

Oiling System 
1. Pump to the filter. 
2. Filter to the main bearings and oil tube hole in the 

center of block.
3. Oil feeds from the #2 and #4 main to the deck surface 
on both banks, up the head bolt.

4. Oil flows into head bolt cavity through the 
cylinder head. Good main bearing clearances must 

be maintained or oil flow/supply volume to the 
lifters will be compromised and result in improper 
function and noise. 

5. Oil fills the rocker shaft and feeds the 
rockers.

6. The oil feeds down the pushrods to the 
lifters. The lifter is the last resource for oil in that 

circuit.  
7. No oil feed from the side of the lifter as in a 

conventional lifter. 

Anyone that does automotive engines in their shop has likely dealt 
with a valve train noise complaint from a HEMI owner. In some 
instances, this complaint is why you accepted the heads or the 
engine work. In some instances, this is the misfortune that means 
you are doing re-work. 

The information below should help you to understand the 
changes and ongoing challenges that are dealt with when trying to 
address the noises or the correct the malfunction codes that you are 
seeing. 

General Overview
• In 2003, the third generation HEMI was introduced into 

the Ram series truck which included on some models Multi –
Displacement System (MDS lifters).

• In 2009, variable valve train was introduced along with 
upgraded valve train. 
 ➜ Increased spring pressures 135lbs closed vs. 85lbs closed 
on the 2008 and earlier. 
 ➜ MDS lifter return springs where increased from two 
nested springs to three nested springs due to increased cam lift and 
duration.

• Rocker assemblies had one revision; spacers between the 
rockers were removed from the assembly. The exact date of the 
revision is not known, but it is the current 
standard.

Oiling System

2009 and forward
• Pressure Relief Valve is a 

visible change. The early was 
solid and the current is vented. 
This is reported to give a smoother 
transition when the valve closes, 
rather than slamming shut.

• 2009 oil pumps where upgraded 
with a new Gerotor set. Current version 
will flow 22% more oil at lower rpm. My 
testing data is captured in the below values.

 ➜  800 rpm 14.6 psi / 4.6 gpm  
  (gallons per minute)  

 ➜  3000 rpm 50.21 psi / 8.80 gpm 
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Figure 1. 2009 and up Gerotor set.  
Figure 2. 2008 and earlier pump Gerotor set.

Figure 3. Oil flow from pump.
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Important Factors and Keys to Success
• Lifters are fed oil from the pushrod only.
• Cleanliness is a huge factor; any debris will adversely impact 

lifter operation. 
• All oil line holes must be brushed out in the head and block.
• If pushrods are reused, they must be brushed, flushed and 

inspected for straightness and wear on the ends. 
• If rocker shafts are reused, they must be completely 

disassembled and thoroughly cleaned. The 19/32" plugs in the 
shafts should be carefully installed as leakage may occur. 

• The intake rocker 
has a squirt hole that 
must be brushed and 
clean.

• Pushrod sockets 
must be smooth with no 
galling or recession.

• Check rocker pad 
for wear.

Figure 4. Oil feed to 
top end.

Figure 5. Oil flow to 
rocker assembly/
valvetrain.

Figure 6. Oil supply to 
rocker shafts.
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Figure 7. Squirt hole for 
intake valve tip.

Figure 8. Rocker 
identification.
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Figure 9.  
Pushrod socket of  
rocker arm.

Figure 10.  
Excessive  
rocker pad wear.
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Rocker Grinding 
• HEMI Powdered metal rocker tip pads are case hardened 

to a depth of over .100" (2.54MM) on the pad end. They 
can be resurfaced if the right equipment is available, or the 
assembly must be replaced as the individual pieces are not 
available for purchase at this time.

NOTE: Rocker pads are ground so that the grind profile 
runs parallel to the shaft. This is key to keeping the rocker 
geometry correct. Improper grinding processes may lead to 
side loading the valve or poor load distribution at the valve 
tip.

Lifter Preload and Lash 
• Proper preloading and a dry-lash check should be done 

to prevent the lifter plunger from bottoming out or possibly 
contacting the plunger retainer clip. This is difficult to see so a 
dry lash check is the best option.

• Hemi MDS and Non MDS have a plunger travel of 
.160” (4.064mm). This is the measurement of travel between 
the retainer/ lock ring to the solid height were the lifter is 
bottomed out.

• If we operate in the middle of the plunger assembly 
travel, we will have .080" (2.03mm) of travel before the lifter 
bottoms out. Multiply that dimension times rocker ratio of 1.6 
to equal .128" (3.25mm) dry lash measurement at the valve 
tip. Dry Lash can only be checked if the lifters are collapsed 
and all oil or calibration oil is removed.

Figure 11. Rocker Pad grinding process.
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• Lash factors 
 ➜ Where is the valve installation  

  height? Is it on the low or  
  high spec?

 ➜ Block Deck Height
 ➜ Cylinder Head Thickness

How to Correct Lash 
If you have milled the block and/or 

head, you may find a different thickness 
head gasket to gain back the lost deck 
height and head thickness. This can also 
ensure that the correct compression ratio 
is maintained. 

If a gasket were not available, your 
options would be: 

• Lower the valve installed height.
• Grind the rocker pad if the right  

        equipment is available.
• Install shorter pushrods.

CAUTION: These processes do not 
address compression ratio concerns.

NOTE: Our findings have been 
that a block can be safely milled as 
much as .020" (0.50mm) but reduced 
compression distance pistons are used. 
Likewise, the head can be safely milled 

.015" (0.381mm) but thicker head 
gaskets are utilized. You should calculate 
compression ratios to make decisions 
whether a thicker head gasket and/or a 
reduced compression distance piston are 
used. 

Hopefully, this information can 
help you with a problem you may have 
encountered. As more systems are reliant 
upon hydraulic stability, e.g. VVT, 
DOD, AFM, VGT it is very important 
to understand where leakage can and 
does occur and if that leakage is the 
root cause to your valve train noises. 
Most of us are not going to be able to 
install “green” (unfinished) cam bearings 
and bore them to size to ensure ideal 
clearances and alignment. Those facts 
further enforce that we continue to do 
the things that we can control, so the job 
is controlled.n

Eric Bakke is an automotive machinist with 
over 38 years of experience in the automotive 
industry. He has spent the past 19 years with 
Jasper Engines and Transmissions in various 
roles including customer service, quality 
control and engine failure analysis (team 
leader). For more information, please email 
Eric.Bakke@jasperengines.com.


